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' Free warranty extensi0n up to three years.

' Headquarters in Germany.

' For service, repairs,0r supp0rt, see the Red Deer

website or consult your local dealer.
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The Red Deer is the king of the forest, the

ínconceivable marriage of vigour and grace.

This tool from Red Deer bridges the gap

between the style consciousness of the'good

old days' and state-of-the-art technology

with MÀDE-IN-GERMÀNY quality. A brand for

everyone who produces male originality

with wild precisi0n. 0r, in a nutshell: \ttIILD

PRECISION FOR T]lE CREAT()RS ()F MEN.
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Low-vibration, high-tech motor silent, yet extremely powerful.

Wear{ree motor for a maximum service life.

2 speeds; one for each style of use.

Swiss precision blade head made of laser-honed stainless steel,

Continuously adjustable from 0.5 - 3.5mm.

Carbon-reinforced comb attachments from Hercules Sàgemann@,

the time-honoured brand for quality combs and brushes.

' 0ptional: Pro Zero blade head for very close shaves down

to 0.2 mm.

. Hand-made.

360' rotating cable joint for maximum freedom of movement

without tangling.

Lightweight, handy, and low vibration for comfortable operation

over long periods, gentle 0n joints, muscles and tendons.

The blade head can be changed and easily cleaned in just

5 seconds, thanks to the quick-release blade head.

The length taper lever can be alternately mounted for both

left- and righrhanders with just 0ne screw.

f Personally customizable with interchangeable side wings.
'? ' Cloth coated cable for style and durability.

i Lasso clip located directly 0n the cable for convenient hanging.
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:**à. 3.5m cable

. ,100 - 240 v

' 50 / 60Hz

' 1.5 / 3.0 / 4.5 / 6.0 mm

comb attachments from

Hercules Sàgemann@

' 0.5 - 3.5 mm

continuous cutting
length adjustment

' Z speeds
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40 mm cutting width
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ïhe Red [)eer is the king of the forest, the

inconceivable marriage of vigour and grace.

This tool from Red Deer bridges the gap

between the style consciousness of the'good

old days' and state-of-the-art technology

with MÀDE-IN-GERMÀNY quality, A brand for

everyone who produces male originality

with wild precision. 0r, in a nutshell: \rtIILD

PRECISI()N F()R Tl{E CREAT()RS ()F MEN.
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' 36 mm cutting width

. 0.3 mm cutting length

. < 80 min battery power

. 100-240v,50/60ll2

' Weight: '124 g

. Battery: Nil,lh

' Blade oil

' Allen key

. Cleaning brush

' 0evice station, cable
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§ . < 80min Battery power.

& ' 0uick charge battery for fast recharge,

. Ready for immediate use in cable mode.

Ë 
. Precision T-blade made of stainless steel.

,§ ' T-shape and 36 mm cutting width for accurate detailing& 
and sharp contours.

' Particularly suitable for difficult skin areas in the ears,

neck and throat area.

' 0.3 mm cutting length for closeto-shave cuts.

' 0ptional: Standard blade with 30mm cutting width.

§ 
. Low weight for comfort all day long.

Ë ' Light, quiet and low-vibration for long, comfortable work

that is easy on the joints and muscles.

' Precision and freedom of movement even 0n difficult

skin areas.

' Safety blade for the perfect balance between sharpness

and cutting safety.

§ ' Clean mould design for perfect handling,
H . Matt black finish.

' Transparent device station for easy charging and a

tidy workplace.
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' Headquarters in 0ermany,

' For service, repairs or support, see the Red Deer

website or consult your local dealer.


